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仿真模拟试卷第一卷（共110分）I. Listening Comprehension(30

分，每题1.5分)Part A: Short conversationsDirections: In Part A,

you will hear ten short conversations between two speakers. At the

end of each conversation, a question will be asked about what was

said. The conversation and the question will be spoken only once.

After you hear a conversation and the question about it, read the four

possible answers in you paper, and decide which one is the best

answer to the question you have heard.1. (A) In the cafeteria (B) On

the train.(C) At the theatre (D) On the bus2. (A) Red (B) Blue (C)

Yellow. (D) Green3. (A) Played the piano (B) Went to a concert.(C)

Wrote some letters (D) Practised singing.4. (A) Customer and

salesman. (B) Student and teacher.(C) Patient and doctor (D) Child

and parent.5. (A) She doesnt agree with the man. (B) She likes

cooking for herself(C) She likes eating in a school canteen (D) She

never cooks for herself.6. (A) Two dollars (B) Four dollars (C) Eight

dollars (D) Ten dollars.7. (A) He enjoyed his new camera.(B) He left

his camera at the airport.(C) He left his camera in his friends car.(D)

He lost his camera on his trip.8. (A) Cold (B) Warm (C) Hot (D)

Mild9. (A) A plumber (B) An electrician(C) A salesman (D) A

policeman.10. (A) By car (B) By plane (C) By train (D) By busPart

B: Longer conversations Directions: In Part B, you will hear two

longer conversations. After each conversation, you will be asked two



questions. The conversation will be read twice, but the questions will

be spoken only once. When you hear a question, read the four

possible answers in your paper and decide which one would be the

best answer to the question you have heard. Questions 11 and 12 are

based on the following conversation:11. (A) An exhibition of

painting (B) An apple(C) A modern jazz band (D) An opera.12. (A)

An instrument. (B) A concert (C) A theatre (D) A cityQuestions 13

and 14 are based on the following conversation:13. (A) His

telephone bill is too high (B) Hes moving out of town.(C) He has

been ill (D) Hes been seeing a doctor14. (A) Buying a heater (B)

Calling the weather service.(C) Wearing winter clothes (D) Calling

the woman in the morning.Part C: PassagesDirections : In Part C,

you will hear two short passages, and you will be asked three

questions on each of the passages. The passages will be read twice but

the questions will be spoken only once. When you hear a question,

read the four possible answers in your paper and decide which one

would be the best answer to the question you have heard.Questions

15 through 17 are based on the following passage15. (A) 1921 (B)

1621 (C) Last November (D) On Thursday.16. (A) American

Indians (B) English stemlers.(C) The black people (D) English

natives 17. (A) Apple pie (B) Roast turkey.(C) Indian pudding (D)

Sweet potatoes.Questions 18 through 20 are based on the following

passage:18. (A) They used simple words.(B) They used signs(C)

They rubbed their stomachs(D) They didnt communicate with each

other.19. (A) As soon as there were human beings(B) About a

hundred thousand years ago.(C) About a million years ago.(D)



About ten million years ago.20. (A) Words that were simple and

short in pronunciation.(B) Words that stood for things people met

with every day.(C) Words that were names of important things in

life.(D) All of the above. 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目
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